To find out how feral deer move through the Australian Alps, vivid maps are produced from data collected from
GPS collars.

THE FERAL DEER PROJECT: FACTS & ACTION
Now that the feral deer debate’s over* – there’s clearly no room for munching, wallowing feral
deer in our finely- tuned Australian Alps ecosystems – it’s reassuring to hear the latest
progress being made in feral deer pest control. This story looks at the current Feral Deer
Project being run by NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, one that’s gathering solid
information to build and test a recipe for future feral deer control. And the team behind the
project have quiet confidence that it will be effective, practical and sustainable…

Michelle Janes joined the Cross Tenure Feral Deer Management Project a year after it formed
in 2019. Working out of Jindabyne, she’s one of a core team of six that is supported as needed
by other parks staff. She explains that the project site sits within Kosciuszko National Park as
well as adjacent land under private tenure – a total of 28,000 hectares. The project has secure
funds** till 2027 during which time it will follow a series of phases, the first of which is firmly
focussed on gathering and analysing feral deer data. It may seem an obvious first step, and
Michelle explains that the team’s efforts to date are based on the approach that, “to enable
effective pest control you need to understand the biology of the pest”.

There are times when snowshoes are needed: here Project Officer Ani Gruber services one of 100 cameras.
Again, it’s all about gathering as much quality information as possible about feral deer. Below, a sedated young
stag is watched over by the vet and welfare helicopter team, before it’s released with its data gathering GPS
tracking collar in place.

To learn as much as possible about feral deer and how they behave in the Australian Alps has
meant hiking in and out of the area to initially set up just over 100 remote cameras in 2019,
then returning every six months to replace batteries, retrieve data cards, and recalibrate
settings to make sure the information being gathered is consistent.
As well as this, GPS collars have been fitted to individual feral deer within the project area.
This involves helicopters working in tandem: one with a netting crew, skilled to safely fire a net
from above over a selected animal; the other with its welfare veterinary crew whose task is to
sedate and collar the animal as well as take a DNA samples to add to the information being
collected. And twice a year in May and September, an aerial survey is made using thermal
technology to provide a snapshot in time – how many feral deer are there and where are they?
Eliane McCarthy, a PhD student from the University of Sydney’s Global Ecology Lab, is
currently looking at the gathered data, which in turn helps Michelle and the project team plan
the next phases - physically controlling feral deer. Numbers, location and movement will feed
into the plan. “If we know how many deer are in the project area before the aerial cull, we’ll
know how many are left to be managed via control on the ground. We’re confident we will
reach the point where we can’t find any remaining feral deer.”
But as most of us know, managing pests is complex, especially when the species is as
independently mobile as deer (unlike something such as Hawkweed which relies on wind,
boots or tyres to spread). So Michelle and the team are preparing for future curve balls by
gaining as thorough as possible an understanding – again through analysing the data – of the
why, how and where behind fresh feral deer appearing in what will be a newly cleared project
area.

Feral deer browse. They wallow and they rub trees. As their numbers increase in a setting which lets them thrive
unchecked, the amount of negative impact ramps up – hence their status as a key threatening process.

This next phase will be about making use of the camera footage showing what the feral deer
prefer to eat and where and when they browse. The GPS collars and camera data will help
understand how feral deer move through the landscape, for example, not just in terms of range
but at what times of year. Supported by this type of knowledge, the project will at this point look
at several new management options. Some of these may be factually informed tweaks of oldstyle approaches, like paddock traps. Others are likely to make use of thermal technology,
lifting it off the ground and possibly using it during the day in cool temperature settings. All this
is a little time off yet, but watch this space. There will be updates via the Australian Alps
Program, you can subscribe to the Feral Deer Project’s own newsletter, or you can simply

contact Michelle to find out more. “We’re keen to share the data and what we’re learning will
be available for everyone to use.”
*Deer are not native to Australia and they are listed as a key threatening process under the NSW Biodiversity Conservation
Act 2016
**This project is assisted by the New South Wales Government through its Environmental Trust.

Learning how feral deer behave in our alps is part of the picture being filled in: the other part is learning how they
and other native and pest species affect vegetation. Here plots are being monitored with help from local
volunteers.

PRIVATE LAND OWNER VOLUNTEERS

Private tenure or national park – the feral deer are there, and when on private land that often
means damage to fences and pressure on pasture. Over nine thousand hectares of private
land is included in the scope of The Feral Deer Project – areas of Moonbah, Grosses Plain
and Ingebyrah. With so much ground to cover, the project team has partnered with the
University of Sydney’s John and Betty Casey Monaro Agricultural Research Station to
monitor pastures via satellite and field data. Land owners are also volunteering to place
cameras and monitor pasture on their properties. It’s all helping to form the factual picture
that’s being used by the project’s team.
LOCAL VOLUNTEERS

Part of this factual picture comes from measuring impact from different herbivores – both
native and other pest species – on native vegetation. With the help of volunteers, close to 30
plots are being reviewed twice a year: a process that involves assessing thousands of trees
and plants, and taking hundreds of biomass samples. In the future, the data will act as a
priceless point of comparison when feral deer have been removed from the project area. If
you’re interested in getting out into some very special wilderness areas where you can learn
more about the local flora, contact the Project team to become a volunteer.

TELL US YOUR STORY: We are always looking for stories to include in this newsletter.
What’s happening in your part of the Alps? If you’ve built a new bridge, or cleared a track or
installed some new signs, why not send me a photo and a few words. Maybe you just went for
a particularly fabulous walk and would like to share your experience. We accept stories from
staff members, volunteers and members of the general community.

SUBSCRIBE: WWW.THEAUSTRALIANALPSNATIONALPARKS.ORG
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